1974 camaro wiring harness
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1. This is a quote from a different thread. I don't know junkyardZ28find and have never done
business with him, but maybe he can give you another option. Sep 14, 3. I replaced my under
dash harness and a few other accessory harnesses with AAW factory fit. Did not do a single
modification to the harness. I am trying to keep it a factory as possible and it is easy to install. I
have an original radio now, but had a modern one and had to jump power from a switched
power, orange power wire feeding the glove box light. Did a quick search on AAW and looks like
they have 74 harnesses. Negative, not cheap. Another option is used wiring harnesses pulled
from donor car if you can find a Of your three I would do the painless or if the car really isn't
worth much do the cheapest. Last edited: Sep 14, Sep 14, 4. Messages: 2, Likes Received: Or
build in project progress section. I remember him replacing the harness Sep 14, 5. Thanks guys!
I'll send out some PM's to guy and his yellow '74Z I remember the thread! I'd rather not spend
more than I have to but I don't want to get anything cheap that won't last. Thanks again and any
other suggestions are welcome! Sep 14, 6. Messages: Likes Received: 9. You get what you pay
for in that respect. Sep 15, 7. Messages: Likes Received: 0. I purchased the Painless wiring for
my 74, I haven't put it in yet but by far worth every penny. The rear light sockets are all ready
done and the fronts are not so no big deal to change it. The engine wiring is the same way all
the wires are they are labeled but the ends haven't been put on yet so you can route the wires
the way you want them and then put the ends on. There are a lot of extras in the painless wiring
kit like a cable to run your new high amp alternator to the battery and comes with a main buss
fuse also to put in it, so you don't have to make one and don't have to chase the parts down to
do it. The pictures of the harness on painless doesn't really show everything you get. Sep 16, 8.
Awesome, thanks for all the advice guys. It looks like right now the Painless seems to be the
best bet since it's the only one specifically made for a ' I really need new connectors everywhere
as they are all worn out and I've already had to replace a couple when they go bad. Again, I'm in
no rush to buy this right away so any and all suggestions are welcome! Sep 17, 9. I just finished
the hwy22 in my 78 and hwy15 in my dad's corvette and loved everything but the starter
switches that come with the kit. If you use your factor colum ignition switch you'll be good to
go. Sep 17, Messages: 8, Likes Received: 4. I cleaned and reused all my original sockets. Comes
with new headlight plugs. Wires are plenty long enough and clearly marked as to where they go.
Hooked up to my stock steering column with no problems. Comes with one wire alt. Also comes
with the mini fuse box, not huge like the original. I soldered and shrink tubed all connections for
the sockets. Been 5 years without any problems. Well worth the money I think. You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Camaro Central offers a complete wiring harness to bring your classic
muscle car into the 21st century and beyond. Imagine being able to install a single harness kit
that contains all of the correct connections for every piece of your original equipment; AC,
headlights, engine, column, all the way to the rear bumper, as well as having the option to add
any of the top name accessories being offered. All this in a single kit! Including the correct
connectors, factory fit plugs and terminals that are needed to make this a plug-n-play harness.
You can rest assured that you are getting the most comprehensive and adaptive harness
system on the planet bar none. If your electrical system requirements exceed the capabilities of
your original wiring system, this is the perfect combination of modern high power output and
installation ease. Premium quality American Autowire. Features A replacement headlight switch
with internal 30amp circuit breaker, retention collar nut, adjustable length shaft, and custom
knob. Standard turn signal and hazard flashers are mounted on fuse panel. A new horn relay is
mounted on the main dash harness. Fuse box designed to fit in original location with no
modifications. All required hardware supplied. New ATO fuse panel allows for easy fuse and
circuit breaker accessibility. Harness is laid out and formed to allow for nearly all after market
accessories such as: gauge packages, wiper systems, heat and air conditioning systems, etc.
Steering column connectors can plug directly into many aftermarket steering columns, or stock
GM columns that use stock GM turn signal switches. Complete factory heater harness assembly
included. Original terminals and PC board connector another American Autowire exclusive are
provided for stock cluster connections. Rear body harness assembly plugs into the main
harness in the stock location, and our longer leads allow for stock or custom routing of the
wires. Rear body wiring includes complete backup light leads with correct lamp sockets,
complete stop and tail light leads with correct lamp sockets, complete rear side marker leads
with correct long focal length molded lamp sockets, complete license plate leads with correct
lamp sockets, and fuel tank sender wire with trunk grommet and tank connection. New floor
dimmer switch is provided for ease of installation. Wire length and connection accommodate
original floor mount dimmer switch. GM bulkhead connectors for the engine and front light

wiring are included another American Autowire exclusive and allow for easy installation with
original or custom routing. Engine wiring includes connectors for original points type as well as
H. Power and tach connectors supplied for GM H. Front lighting includes extra long leads that
can be routed for stock, or optional appearances. All headlight connectors and terminals,
parking and directional light leads and lamp sockets, and side marker leads and lamp sockets
are provided along with a switched trigger wire for an electric fan relay usually recommended
with AC. Wire Stripper, Cutter and Crimper Tool. These harnesses are made to the exact O. You
will NOT have to cut any wires, crimp any terminals, or make any modifications to these
harnesses when installing them in your classic car or truck. Are you keeping your vehicle all
factory-original? If you want to rewire your vehicle to its stock configuration, the way it was
when it left the factory, the choice is simple. You can also purchase additional wiring harnesses
if your vehicle had factory-installed not dealer installed or aftermarket options. For example: air
conditioning, power windows, rear window defogger, power top, etc. These additional
harnesses will plug directly into the main harnesses as they did at the factory. Are you keeping
your vehicle mostly factory-original with specific modifications? Due to the popularity of these
updates, we may offer a modified wiring harness, conversion wiring harness, or conversion
device to accommodate these updates. Rewiring the entire vehicle as-original. Then making the
necessary modification yourself. Keep in mind that many of the added aftermarket devices you
purchase like gauges, lighting, electric fans, etc. All you need to do is to tap into your wiring
harness to add those devices. All of these individual harness are sold separately, installed
separately, and plug into each other to complete the entire electrical system of the vehicle. We
recommend that you install your new harness as you are removing your old one. This way, you
can be more certain that the wires are routed as original and that the wires are going to their
intended devices. Please see our FAQ page for more information about installation options. Not
sure what to buy? As a matter of fact, your vehicle's original wiring was only designed to last 10
years before it started to deteriorate! There is ample documentation to substantiate this claim.
Even if you think your wiring "looks good", it's probably not. Your wiring is made of copper wire
with a covering of plastic mostly PVC insulation. This insulation is porous. Contaminants, like
oxygen, moisture and airborne pollutants, eventually pass through the insulation to attack the
wire; a condition called oxidation. There is no practical way to completely seal off the
circulation of oxygen and moisture between the individual wire strands. Once the wire strands
become oxidized, the internal resistance of the wire increases substantially. Even if you are
lucky enough to find an N. For this reason, it would NOT be wise to purchase an N. This is not a
good thing for any electrical system. If your wire has advanced to the next stage of deterioration
by being brittle and cracking especially evident in an engine compartment where high heat and
moisture are constant , it is in immediate need of replacement. At this stage, a short circuit to
ground is eminent. In a worst case scenario, it can cause a vehicle fire. Not a good day if your
car is stored in your garage! But, before you buy a wiring harness for your show car,
restoration, or weekend driver, ask yourself, " Is it a Lectric Limited wiring harness? Our
extensive library of obsolete original manufacturer's automotive blueprints insure that all our
harnesses are built to the correct specifications. This is the only way to insure that you won't
have a problem with the installation or operation of your new harness. We assemble all our
wiring harnesses on a wire harness assembly board to insure that each harness is consistently
made accurately, with the correct: break-out positions, lengths of wires at each break-out,
harness fastener locations, and taping locations. This method of assembly also insures that
your harness will fit correctly and reach where it needs to go. Fully Circuit Tested! Every
harness built by Lectric Limited is fully circuit tested using Cirris Systems digital circuit testers.
To do this, our assembly boards are back-wired to a circuit tester. While your harness is being
built, our digital circuit testers continuously check: continuity or breaks in continuity , missing
wire s , mis-wires, mis-indexed wires, splice integrity, and scan for short circuits of EACH
circuit of the harness. We are the ONLY reproduction wiring harness company in the world that
circuit tests every harness we build! After all, you don't want to have to tear-out a brand-new
harness, after spending hours or days on installation, because it's defective and could be a fire
hazard. Buy your circuit-tested wiring harnesses from Lectric Limited and you won't have to
worry about an incorrectly made wiring harness. We've invested thousands of dollars into new
state-of-the-art circuit testers to replace our older testing system. Did we need to purchase new
testing equipment? Not at all. But since circuit testing is one of our best selling points, we want
to be sure our testing standards are current. This makes it increasingly difficult to produce an
authentic reproduction wiring harness. However, Lectric Limited is meeting this challenge by
producing its own tooling and molds to replace many obsolete components, this way our
harnesses continue to meet the most rigid demands of the enthusiast. What do we mean by a
"donor harness"? In our online catalog, if there is a notation that " Of course, the remainder of

the components wire, terminals, connectors, clips, tape, etc. Why do we sometimes require a
donor harness? Some of the unique components required to manufacture your new harness are
no longer being produced, and are no longer available. Without these essential components,
your harness can not be manufactured. The needed components, usually unique connector s ,
fuse block, or bulk head connector the bulk head connector is the one that goes through the
firewall , must be good condition and not broken. How often is a donor harness required by the
customer? Not very often. But it happens. What should you do and not do if a donor harness is
required? If possible, do NOT cut your old harness or remove any components prior to
shipping. We request this because there have been instances where the customer has damaged
an obsolete component when trying to remove it from their old harness. Or instances where we
needed more components from the original harness than initially thought; resulting in delay
time and multiple shipping charges incurred by the customer. What should you do if you do not
have a donor harness to send us? We do not have donor harnesses. What will we do with your
donor components? Upon initial inspection, if it is determined that the component required to
make your new harness is in good condition, not broken or about to break, our technicians will
carefully remove the component with the proper tools. Upon manufacturing your new harness,
if a connector was used from your donor harness, we will replace all the metal terminal s with
new ones. If a fuse block was used, we will replace all the fuse clips and terminals within the
fuse block, with new ones. Please note and understand, if it is later determined that we cannot
use the component from your donor harness, even after we initially thought we could, we will
not be able to make your harness. At that time, we will contact you and return your non-usable
component and donor harness to you. Although it is extremely rare that this can happen, it can
happen. If you place an order that requires components to be provided to us, we will contact
you with additional information at that time. Please Note: We only build wiring harnesses from
the original manufacturer's blueprint specifications. We do not build wiring harnesses from
sample harnesses. For this reason, if the harness you need is not offered in our catalog, we
would not be able to manufacture it, even if you send us your old harness. Are these wiring
harnesses the right choice for you? What is involved in the installation of these harnesses?
Want to Buy? Need Help? Of all the parts I replaced during this frame-off restoration , this was
definitely the best. Fit was Perfect! Directions could have been followed by a child Which my
wife sometimes thinks I am. All functions worked first time. Very satisfied customer. It was
perfect in every way. Keep up the good work. How do we machine-tape your wiring harness?
Watch how Lectric Limited tapes an automotive wiring harness using an original 60 year old
taping machine. This process ensures your harness will look and function as factory-original.
Our wiring harnesses are brand-new and better than N. Built to the Original Blueprint
Specifications Our extensive library of obsolete original manufacturer's automotive blueprints
insure that all our harnesses are built to the correct specifications. To maintain originality and
functionality, we have invested in tooling to reproduce these terminals Method of Terminal
Application. We machine crimp our terminals. Machine crimping, unlike hand crimping, uses a 3
to 5 ton press to apply terminals so they won't fall off. Terminals if called for are then dip
soldered. Terminated wire is also randomly put through a digital pull-testing machine as an
added quality control procedure. To maintain originality and functionality, we have invested in
tooling to reproduce these connectors Connector Color and Material E. D , Material and
Durometer Grommet Orientation. Built with Correct Tape Tape Type adhesive, non-adhesive,
hi-temperature fiberglass or cloth Tape Color Tape Width Tape Wrapping Most of our harnesses
are wrapped using an automated taping machine as original , as opposed to hand taping. Built
on a Wiring Harness Assembly Board We assemble all our wiring harnesses on a wire harness
assembly board to insure that each harness is consistently made accurately, with the correct:
break-out positions, lengths of wires at each break-out, harness fastener locations, and taping
locations. There's more Our Wiring is Proudly Made in the U. Chicago area We are the
Manufacturer Buy Factory Direct! Finest Quality! Fastest Delivery! We'll ship your order within
24 hours on in-stock, non-special order products. Donor-Required Wiring Harness only on
select applications. Become a Dealer Dealer Login. Select Your Vehicle to Find the Correct
Parts: Year: YEAR Make: MAKE. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. This product can expose
you to chemicals including lead and di 2-ethylhexyl phthalate, which are known to the State of
California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information visit:
Shop by your vehicle Close. Classic Update Kit - - 77 Chevy Camaro. Add to Cart. Add to
Compare Add to Wishlist. The kit boasts 14 features making it the most complete system of its
type in the industry including: A replacement headlight switch with internal 30amp circuit
breaker, retention collar nut, adjustable length shaft, and custom knob. Standard turn signal
and hazard flashers are mounted on fuse panel. A new horn relay is mounted on the main dash

harness. Fuse box designed to fit in original location with no modifications. All required
hardware supplied. New ATO fuse panel allows for easy fuse and circuit breaker accessibility.
Harness is laid out and formed to allow for nearly all after market accessories such as: gauge
packages, wiper systems, heat and air conditioning systems, etc. Original switch connector
bodies - an American Autowire exclusive feature. Steering column connectors can plug directly
into many aftermarket steering columns, or stock GM columns that use stock GM turn signal
switches. Complete factory heater harness assembly included. Original terminals and PC board
connector another American Autowire exclusive are provided for stock cluster connections.
Rear body harness assembly plugs into the main harness in the stock location, and our longer
leads allow for stock or custom routing of the wires. Rear body wiring includes complete
backup light leads with correct lamp sockets, complete stop and tail light leads with correct
lamp sockets, complete rear side marker leads with correct long focal length molded lamp
sockets, complete license plate leads with correct lamp sockets, and fuel tank sender wire with
trunk grommet and tank connection. New floor dimmer switch is provided for ease of
installation. Wire length and connection accommodate original floor mount dimmer switch. GM
bulkhead connectors for the engine and front light wiring are included another American
Autowire exclusive and allow for easy installation with original or custom routing. Engine wiring
includes connectors for original points type as well as H. Power and tach connectors supplied
for GM H. Front lighting includes extra long leads that can be routed for stock, or optional
appearances. All headlight connectors and terminals, parking and directional light leads and
lamp sockets, and side marker leads and lamp sockets are provided along with a switched
trigger wire for an electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. Prop 65 Warning. Fit Notes.
Related Products. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on
our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Eckler's warehouse is open, shipping
daily and ready to meet all of your automotive needs. Most orders ship same day! Call us at to
place your order so that we can verify and then match the current retail price. Skip to the end of
the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. SKU Camaro Wiring Harness,
Update Kit, Low Price Guarantee. Read the full guarantee. Fitment Camaro, thru View More.
Provides New Wiring Har View More. Availability: Ships Direct From Manufacturer. Add to Cart.
Add to Project List. Great Upgrade For Your Camaro! Ricks Camaros offers this update kit, that
will assist you in replacing it with a wiring harness that easily allows you to plug in modern
conveniences is money well spent. It has great features like a hanress that will let you wire the
instrument cluster in the stock configuration or you can easily and neatly connect to Auto
Meter, Classic Instruments, Dakota Digital, Stewart Warner, VDO and other custom gauge
packages. It also provides power feeds for upgraded heater and air conditioning systems, as
well as feeds for power windows, seats, wiper systems, internally regulated alternators, HEI
ignitions and electric fans. It allows you to completely wire your , , , Camaro from front to back.
It doesn't get any easier that. Trust Ricks Camaros for all your part needs. For more information,
visit More from this Brand. Order Summary. Submit Review. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Classic
Industries offers a wide selection of Harnesses for your Chevrolet Camaro. Product A The
All-in-One harness solution for the Tremec T Magnum transmission comes equipped with all the
connections pre-wired into one harness for a simple installation and ease of use. The small
epoxy sealed controller is View Product Details. Product If you want to keep your under-dash
area organized or you think that you need to remove gauges from time to time then you need to
install our universal gauge harness. Made in USA Harness will connect to all major brand This
set is designed to allow a wide range of temperature adjustments for your electric fan. A bulb at
the top of the capillary tube is designed to probe or be attached to the top or hottest portion of
the radiator. Product AL Product TP Product SP SPAL wiring kits are a must-have when
installing an electric fan. Designed to safely integrate with OEM wiring harness. Feature a
waterproof 40 amp relay, stainless steel switch with optional switched override capability
Product MF This set is designed to allow a wide range of temperature adjustments for
Champion or Challenger Series electric fans. The ultra small fuse block can be mounted in any
Reproduction "T" clip used on various late model vehicles to secure the wiring harnesses
within the engine compartment. Correct hardware can make any This customizable harness may
be just what you need. Wiring harnesses just don? This compact harness has all the basic
circuits to get you rolling in no time. This 18 Circuit - 8 Fuse harness This set is designed to
operate Champion or Challenger Series electric fans according to water temperature. Product
MX Power will American Autowire Power Plus 13 universal wiring harness. This complete,
integrated wiring system incorporates a factory style pre-wired fuse box, GM steering column
and ignition connections, headlight and floor dimmer American Autowire Builder 19 wiring
harness kits offer big power in a small panel! Great for tight wiring spots in your custom car,

truck or what ever vehicle you own, these Builder 19 wiring harnesses incorporate a slim fuse
Painless Performance high amp alternator wiring kit. This includes a high amp inline fuse with
protected fuse holder, all necessary ring terminals, heat shrink, and a detailed set of diagrams
and step by step instructions to Installing air conditioning to your hot rod with dual electric
cooling fans? Need cooling fan relays to operate off a thermostatic switch and when your AC is
on? Then this dual activation cooling fan relay set by Painless Product AM Designed to help
correct bouncy, or spiking tachometer operation caused by points or noisy ignitions. Thanks to
detailed instructions, color-coded and labeled wire, and plug-n-play connectors, Pro Series is
easy to install and simple to expand Reproduction tie strap used on various late model GM
vehicles to secure the wiring harnesses within the engine compartment. A hot exhaust manifold
can cause serious damage to your electrical system and melt important wiring and hoses. If not
properly fastened, the wiring harnesses, and washer hoses could fall into an open area between
the engine Reproduction wiring harness retainer clip mounted on the firewall of a wide variety
of GM vehicles from the 's through the 's. This metal clip is sometimes welded, instead of
bolted, to the firewall to hold the main Product TF Add an under trunk or hood lamp to your
classic with this universal lamp set. Includes bracket, bulb, internal switch and wiring to install.
Product K A hot exhaust manifold can cause serious damage to your electrical system. This
wiring kit will protect your car's electrical system from the Product C. Product CAH. This OE
style harness is one of two main harnesses located in the engine compartment. It provides
wiring for the starter solenoid, heater blower motor, coil, tachometer optional, windshield wiper
motor, oil pressure warning Product CA Reproduction of the original dome lamp harness which
was installed on all models. This harness is for use with roof mount applications. Made in USA.
It provides wiring for the starter solenoid, heater blower motor, coil, tachometer optional, oil
pressu
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re warning light optional, brake Correct reproduction of the original air conditioning wiring
harness which was used on factory optional air conditioning. Each harness will duplicate the
original in every detail. Each harness will duplicate the original. Replacing your original dash
harness doesn't have to be a confusing experience! The most essential wiring on the vehicle is
the underdash harness. Virtually every other wiring harness is connected to this one. When you
Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All
Models. View As: Grid Detail. Wiring Harness "T" Clip, 1. Builder 19 Wiring Harness - Universal
Harness. High Amp Alternator Kit Amp. Universal Gauge Harness for Electric Speedometer.
Auto Meter Tachometer Signal Filter. When upgrading your distributor, don't overlook this
essential component. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

